
What did we do for 
our genres project?
MRS. KIRK’S GAMING CLASSES 2015-2016
GAMING GENRES



What was involved in our genres 
project?

 We began the week by covering background 
information on what types of genres there are; 
including an entry event with a YouTube video 
showing genres and game clips.

 After the introductory information students could 
choose to do ANY project they wanted as long as 
it described 9 different genres; including 
examples.

 Student projects ranged from sketches with 
captions to C# coding; all of which showed me 
what they knew.



Videos and Game Clips



Blogs

Click Here to see this 
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http://gamegenress.blogspot.com/
http://jesusfreak123000.wix.com/gaming-blog#!Gaming-Genres-What-you-Need-to-Know/c7ba/55f01e680cf29a3653c50ec8
http://mcmanusgaming.blogspot.com/
http://statiicgaming.blogspot.com/


Posters



2-D Images Created in Photoshop 
and Game Maker Games



Sketches



Code in C# for a quiz on genres!



PowerPoints



These are just a few examples of the amazing work you guys did.  If 
you did not see your project on the slideshow it does not mean that I 
did not love it! It means that there were so many amazing projects I 

had to choose samples of each type of project.  I really want to thank 
you guys for putting in the effort to show me what you learned about 

gaming genres!

Thanks for 
everyone's hard 

word! I saw a lot of 
variety and talent! 
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